
Wrestler of the Day – October
12: Animal
Today  is the less talkative member of the Legion of Doom: Animal.

As was the case with Hawk: I won’t be putting in regular tag matches and
there are going to be some big gaps. We’ll start with Bunkhouse Stampede
with Animal in a battle royal inside a cage.

Bunkhouse Stampede

Dusty  Rhodes,  Tully  Blanchard,  Ivan  Koloff,  The  Warlord
(wearing  a  Lifeguard  shirt  for  no  apparent  reason),  Arn
Anderson, Lex Luger, The Barbarian, Animal.

Dusty  gets  a  big  entrance  of  course  with  all  his
accomplishments listed. Did I mention he was booking at the
time? Seriously, ONLY DUSTY had anything listed about him,
including the match he won to qualify here, his world title
reigns, his US Title reigns, and his TV Title reigns. No one
else got anything but their normal entrances. This could get
bad fast. All eight are in there at once. There aren’t any
weapons like promised or anything.

Remember, it’s a battle royal in a cage where you have to
throw them over the ropes or through the door. My goodness
this is idiotic. Apparently it’s unheard of for someone to win
three straight Bunkhouse Stampedes. That could be because this
is THE THIRD ONE! Wow Dusty lowered some IQs. Everyone is in
some screwed up street clothes of some kind and this is just
idiotic.

Apparently the referee has to determine if a guy goes over the
cage or through the door, since that’s overly complicated I
guess. Wow shoving people OVER A CAGE looks stupid. See, when
it was a regular battle royal, IT MADE SENSE. Blanchard and
Anderson  work  together  of  course.  Barbarian,  Warlord  and
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Koloff are in the same stable mind you so they’ll likely work
together. Koloff and Dusty climb the cage due to idiocy.

I’m watching people try to throw PEOPLE over a cage. Does that
sound stupid to you or is it just me? How hard would it be to
throw someone that is fighting back over a cage wall? Because
to me, IT SOUNDS IMPOSSIBLE. Also, there are a lot of people
walking around on the top ropes which is just freaking stupid
too. No one is out or anything yet.

Arn saves himself from being thrown out the door as I realize
how much this sounds like a really bad comedy sketch. Koloff
is bleeding. Winner gets half a million dollars. Not sure if I
said that or not but I don’t want to stop the tape long enough
to go back and read it. I feel sorry for Ross and Caudle
trying to make this sound interesting or intense or whatever
it’s supposed to be.

Luger and Dusty just go off as we’re supposed to believe that
a guy that is built like Dusty is supposed to be in the same
kind of condition as a stallion like Luger. Right. Oh yeah,
and keep in mind this whole cowboy southern thing is in NEW
YORK CITY. They continue to try to make this sound good and
it’s just failing. Wow this was ten days before I was born and
12 before Hogan lost the world title to Andre. Holy goodness
that’s weird to think about.

Still no one out and we’re almost 15 minutes into this. It’s
mainly just people in jeans hitting people with belts and
boots. Yeah it’s riveting in case you can’t tell. Dusty’s arm
is bleeding from being worked over with a belt. Make this stop
please. Animal tries to shove Anderson over the top. I want to
break this match.

Koloff, like an idiot, although at this time he’s one of two
former world champions in there somehow, climbs over the cage
to get away from Animal and gets knocked out to take us down
to seven. Oh sweet mercy kill me now. So let’s just keep the



camera on Koloff FOREVER as we see the EPIC DRAMA of him
standing up. Animal and Warlord fight to the door and Warlord
gets knocked to the door. Animal gets kicked in the head by
Barbarian and it knocks both guys out in a stupid looking
spot.

We have Dusty, Luger, Anderson, Blanchard and Barbarian left.
Blanchard gets put in the Rack which at least hurts him. Some
fan shouts about how gay this is. Thanks for that. Luger takes
a Gourdbuster and the Horsemen try to throw him out. Since
Luger didn’t have any gourds on him though, he was fine and
stays in.

Anderson, Luger and Blanchard fight by the door and they all
go out after like three minutes of fighting. Arn at one point
stood on the third step and choked Luger. Yeah he deserved to
lose. So we have Barbarian vs. Dusty. Any bets on who wins
here? Barbarian gets some brass knuckles and pops Dusty with
them.  Barbarian  hits  like  three  of  his  top  rope  headbutt
finishers but Dusty fights back baby!

They climb to the top rope for the epic move known as the OH
DANG THIS MATCH MAKES NO SENSE SO LET’S CLIMB UP SO WE CAN
HAVE A REASON TO GET THROWN OVER THE CAGE! Yep, Dusty wins by
hitting the elbow to the head and we’re done. Earl Hebner is
the referee here but would be in WWF in 12 days for the famous
twin angle. Dusty gets a big bronze cowboy boot. Give me a
FREAKING BREAK!

We hear about Dusty was considering retiring before this but
came back “for the people.” So he was about to leave and came
back for the people. So apparently by coming back for the
people, he just had to come up with a PPV for himself and put
himself over in it. Sure why not.

Rating: F. There was a cage match with a battle royal going on. This was
a MASSIVE love letter from Dusty to Dusty. This was all about getting him
even FURTHER over and making things look even stupider. Somehow Dusty was



the wildcard and the favorite at the same time. He’s US Champion already
but was going to retire. I give up. Just a joke of a main event and a
show.

Here’s a six man tag from Capital Combat.

Road Warriors/Norman the Lunatic vs. Cactus Jack/Kevin Sullivan, Bam Bam
Bigelow

Norman the Lunatic is more commonly known as Bastion Booger.
This is a weird pairing of six guys if there has ever been
one. Oliver Humperdink is here too as Bigelow’s manager and is
bare-chested. This is just strange on all levels and I have no
idea what the point of this is supposed to be. The LOD comes
out on Harleys while Norman has to walk behind them. That sums
up this match nicely.

How funny is it that of all these people, Cactus Jack was the
most successful? Cactus is very young at this point and has
nothing going for him. Norman is allegedly an escaped mental
patient. That sums things up very well. Animal and the future
four time world champion start us off. Animal is MOVING out
there. He does two leap frogs and drops low at great speed.
This is just weird to see but interesting I’d say.

Hawk vs. Bigelow. Oh dear. Bigelow is sleeveless here which is
a strange look for him. This could set selling back a thousand
years. Hawk gets the best dropkick he’s ever thrown, hitting
Bam Bam square in the face. Sullivan comes in, looks at Hawk,
and tags out. Instead he gets Norman. For him imagine Eugene
meets Bigelow. See what I mean? In a painful looking spot,
Hawk throws the (wooden) steps at Jack where they just bounce
off his back while he’s bent over.

OW even if they’re fake. They all take their turns beating on
Norman and Sullivan just looks completely out of place in
this. Bigelow backdrops Norman. Imagine that one if you can.
Norman hits a clothesline on Cactus and just falls on his hip.
That sums things up for him quite well I’d think. A big old



brawl breaks out as Hawk hits the top rope clothesline on
Sullivan for the pin.

Rating:  D+.  Not  bad  I  guess,  but  at  the  same  time  when  the  best
technician is Kevin Sullivan, you’re in trouble. This was to get the
crowd going though and I think it worked ok for what it was. That and I
can’t imagine they expected this to be a great match or anything, so I’ll
let it slide I guess.

Off to the WWF now at Survivor Series 1990.

The Warriors vs. The Perfect Team

Ultimate Warrior, Texas Tornado, Legion of Doom

Mr. Perfect, Demolition

I guess this team isn’t as Ultimate as last year. This is the three man
version of Demolition. Perfect is feuding with Tornado (Kerry Von Erich,
the IC Champion) and the LOD is feuding with Demolition after the LOD
cost them the titles. Warrior, the world champion, is there because he
has nothing else to do. His team is in the back before the match and says
they’ll win. Actually the name Warriors is appropriate as you have the
Ultimate Warrior, the Modern Day Warrior (Von Erich’s nickname in WCCW)
and the Road Warriors (the LOD’s NWA name).

I’ll never get why the LOD and Demolition never had a big proper match.
They fought on house shows but that’s about it. Perfect immediately goes
to the apron and lets part of Demolition start. It’s Animal vs. Smash
first and they fight immediately with Animal taking him to the mat.
Animal throws him into Hawk for a right hand and the other Warriors get
in a shot as well.

Smash comes back with a powerslam for two and it’s off to Perfect. That
doesn’t last long so here’s Smash again, and he walks right into a
powerslam. Everything breaks down and the Warriors clear the ring.
Tornado comes in to face Smash who is taking a beating in this so far.
Off to Ax who has much better luck for about ten seconds. There’s the
Claw from Tornado but for some reason Warrior gets the tag and hits a



series of awkward looking shoulder blocks before finishing Ax with the
splash.

Crush immediately comes in to jump Warrior and take over. Smash comes in
to slam Warrior and Crush drops a top rope knee for two. Perfect is
freaking out in his trademark over the top style. Warrior gets up a boot
in the corner and clotheslines Crush down. Off to Hawk who always looks
like he could murder someone in the ring. Perfect tries him out and is
immediately slammed down.

Hawk counters a reversal to send Perfect into the corner but Bird Man’s
shoulder goes into the post HARD to give the evil ones the advantage.
Demolition pounds away on him but Hawk punches right back. A big flying
shoulder puts Smash down and Hawk doesn’t tag when he has the chance. The
top rope clothesline kills Smash and everything breaks down. Hawk kicks
the referee and somehow this disqualifies Hawk, Animal, Smash and Crush.
We’re down to Perfect vs. Warrior/Tornado.

It’s going to be Warrior starting the handicap match but Perfect wants
Tornado instead. Perfect immediately jumps him and is clotheslined out
almost immediately after the jumping. Warrior bangs Perfect’s head into
Heenan’s and sends Bobby into the front row. Tornado charges at Perfect
and slams into the post to give Perfect the advantage for a bit. A buckle
gets exposed somewhere in there and after Tornado’s face goes into it,
the Perfectplex makes it one on one.

Perfect tries the Plex again on Warrior which doesn’t work at all.
Instead he hammers Warrior down and hits a great looking dropkick for
two. Having Perfect run things out there for as long as possible is the
best idea they’ve got. Warrior starts grabbing the ropes and shrugging
off all the offense from Perfect. A shoulder block and the splash get the
final pin.

Rating: D. This was probably the worst Survivor Series match so far in
the four years they’ve been running this show. Not only was the match
lopsided from the start, but half of the people in it were gone seven
minutes in. Perfect never had a chance and Warrior had no reason to be in
this match at all.



We’ll jump way ahead now to WCW with Animal in the Lord of the Ring
compeititon at Slamboree 1996.

Battlebowl First Round: Animal/Booker T vs. Hawk/Lex Luger

Love that Iron Man music. Dusty is excited. This was one of
his bright ideas. Wow a tag team is fighting each other. What
are the odds of that??? Luger is a face now in case you’re
keeping track. If you are, I feel very sorry for you. Tony
suggests 100 million people are watching this PPV broadcast
and are listening in English. That’s most amusing.

Ok so the first round has 8 matches and then there’s ANOTHER
round of tag matches. The winners of the second round of
matches go to the battle royal. Ok then. Luger and Animal
start us off. The commentary is somehow stupider than usual.
Luger is a tag champion here along with Sting. Hawk hasn’t
come in yet. Booker hits a Spinarooni which has no official
name yet. Luger is TV Champion here too. Hawk and Luger get
into  it  and  we  have  the  massive  brawl.  That’s  a  double
countout. Hawk was never in the match.

Rating: D-. For these matches, I’m starting at a D rather than a C like I
usually do. This was quick and boring if nothing else, but it gives me a
very bad feeling about the rest of the show. Also, was there a point to
the double countout? Die they really need to avoid both teams going to
the battle royal?

Back to the WWF with Wrestlemania XIII.

Nation of Domination vs. Legion of Doom/Ahmed Johnson

Chicago street fight. It’s Crush/Faarooq/Savio Vega plus a bunch of
unnamed lackeys forming the Nation at this point. They bring out every
weapon you could think of for this match between about the nine people
they have here. Ahmed has the spikes on too and they bring the kitchen
sink with them. Ok point for a funny idea. It’s a big brawl to start (and
will continue to be that way) with the good guys beating up the lackeys.



Faarooq hits Animal in the back with a nightstick and Ahmed hits a big
dive over the barricade to take out I think Savio. I’m not going to be
able to call everything here so expect a lot to be missed. Ahmed crushes
Crush with a trashcan as Hawk has a 2×4 to stalk Savio with. Animal tries
a piledriver on Faarooq through a table but they just fall off to the
side instead. The fans chant for the LOD and Animal blasts Faarooq with a
fire extinguisher. Savio cleans house with a trashcan but gets it wrapped
around him and blasted by Hawk.

Ahmed slams Faarooq through the table from earlier and there goes the
fire extinguisher again. Now we get a big rope with a noose on it to hang
Ahmed. The Nation is too big and powerful for LOD and Ahmed to fight off.
Hawk comes back with a double clothesline to Jerry’s shock. It was an
actual wrestling move! Ahmed gets out of the noose and beats up D-Lo
Brown for a bit. Animal hits Faarooq with a parking sign as Savio throws
Ahmed over the barricade.

Crush finds a wrench from somewhere to blast Animal with as Faarooq is
pulled to the floor by the rope. They’re clearly starting to get tired
now. Hawk sprays the Nation down with the extinguisher again but the
lackeys save Faarooq from the Pearl River Plunge. Crush gets caught in
the Doomsday Device out of nowhere before getting hit by a 2×4 for the
pin.

Rating: B-. You know what, why not. This was a FIGHT and it worked quite
well. They didn’t try to make this anything but a street fight and that’s
what they gave us. This wasn’t good or quality or anything but it was
certainly fun and exactly what it was advertised as. Good stuff here and
the second best match of the night so far.

More elimination stuff at Survivor Series 1997.

Team Legion of Doom vs. Nation of Domination

Legion of Doom, Ken Shamrock, Ahmed Johnson

Farrooq, The Rock, Kama Mustafa, D’Lo Brown

The LOD and company talk about being ready for war. The LOD are tag



champions. Hawk and Brown start with D’Lo bouncing off Hawk. Hawk no
sells a piledriver as is his custom and a neckbreaker puts Brown down.
Off to Rocky who gets knocked around but someone hits Hawk in the back
and the yet to be named Rock Bottom eliminates Bird Man.

Off to Ahmed who “hits” a jumping back elbow to take Rock down. Kama, a
freaking monster who would become a pimp named Godfather, is in next and
takes Johnson down with one shot. Farrooq is in next to work on Ahmed’s
ribs and continue a feud that went on for like a year. Brown whips Ahmed
with a belt which the referee somehow doesn’t hear. Farrooq loads up the
Dominator but Johnson escapes (while falling down) and hits a Pearl River
Plunge (Tiger Driver) for the elimination.

Brown comes in again and hits a quick Low Down for no cover. Johnson
starts no selling and hits a sitout gordbuster. Farrooq is still at
ringside. Rock comes in but walks into a spinebuster. Ahmed hits the
ropes but Farrooq trips him up and holds the foot so Rocky can get the
pin. It’s Animal/Shamrock vs. Brown/Rocky/Kama at the moment. Animal
comes in to face Rocky but it’s quickly off to Shamrock. Ken is still
somewhat new here so his style still looks fresh.

A big dropkick puts Rocky down and it’s off to Kama. After getting beaten
around for a bit, Kama puts on a front facelock to slow things down. A
double clothesline puts both guys down but not for long. Some LOUD noise
freaks everyone out and JR and King don’t know what it was either. Anyway
Animal gets two off a legdrop but gets kicked in the face for his
efforts. Kama showboats a bit too much though and Animal dropkicks him in
the back and gets a rollup for the pin.

Brown comes in and during the distraction, Rocky hits Shamrock low for
two. D’Lo hooks a chinlock followed by a backbreaker, but his moonsault
misses by about two feet. The Outlaws come out while wearing the stolen
LOD shoulder pads, and we’ve got powder and a shoved referee. Animal gets
counted out during this mess, leaving us with Brown/Rock vs. Shamrock.

JR talks about how many people Shamrock has made tap out. Jerry: “This is
wrestling. You don’t win by making people tap out.” JR: “…….YEAH YOU DO!”
Brown starts but it’s both Nation members in there at once. Shamrock runs



them both over, suplexes Brown and gets the submission via ankle lock.
Rock cracks Ken in the back with a chair shot but it only gets two. Rock
hits his spinning DDT for two as does the People’s Elbow (not a thing
yet). Ken comes back with a northern lights suplex and a standing
hurricanrana. There’s the ankle lock and Rocky is done.

Rating: C. This was a little messy but it pushed Shamrock hard while the
heat for Rocky was INSANE. The crowd hated him and Vince certainly took
notice. Both of these guys would get huge pushes in the next year with
Rock winning the title at next year’s Survivor Series. The LOD were in
their very last run of note here and they didn’t go out well after that.
Fun match here although not great from a technical standpoint at all.

Here’s a match with Hawk’s replacement, Droz, on Raw, June 1, 1998.

LOD 2000 vs. Disciples of Apocolypse

This is a street fight and you can see the sky out back. There’s a
referee out there for some reason and I really hope this is the blowoff.
This isn’t a match at all so I’m not going to try to call it like one.
Hawk swings a big metal pole at Skull but misses. They’re slowing down a
lot now as you would expect. Animal goes off on 8-Ball with a trashcan.
Droz and Chainz are the only ones left up and Taker arrives at the arena
in street clothes and beats them both up. This was by no means a
wrestling anything so no rating.

Another six man at In Your House XXV.

Disciples of Apocalypse vs. LOD 2000

This is a six man tag with Droz and Paul Ellering joining the regular
teams. The LOD are the hometown boys and therefore more over than usual.
This is Hawk’s return match after suffering from “personal problems”,
meaning he’s the official alternate for the team at the moment. Animal
starts with Skull but an 8-Ball distraction lets Skull get in some cheap
shots to take over. Animal comes back with a clothesline and a forearm to
8-Ball to clear the DOA out of the ring.

Off to Hawk vs. 8-Ball with the biker pounding away until he gets caught



in a neckbreaker for two. Droz gets the tag but is taken down almost
immediately and stomped on in the corner. A series of elbows to the head
puts Droz down and it’s off to Skull who is caught by a jumping
clothesline. 8-Ball breaks up the tag and Ellering is able to come in for
some cheap shots. Droz finally catches Skull with a DDT and makes the hot
tag off to Hawk as everything breaks down. 8-Ball takes the Doomsday
Device but Droz comes in to steal the pin, much to Hawk’s annoyance.

Rating: D. These teams need to stop feuding already as the matches aren’t
working most of the time and the storyline with LOD splitting up isn’t
interesting. They’re one of those teams that just don’t work apart and
splitting them up wasn’t going to work. DOA was decent as a team but were
never going to be anything important.

Here’s one of the last matches in this run on Raw, November 16, 1998.

Edge/Gangrel vs. Droz/Animal

Edge gets knocked to the floor very quickly and Gangrel is double
backdropped. Droz and Gangrel (what great names there were back then)
start us off and it’s off to Edge for a dropkick to the back. A move that
would be tweaked and called Poetry in Motion by the Hardys keeps Droz in
trouble but he pulls out a powerslam for two. Here’s Hawk on the stage
and he climbs the Titantron. Animal and Droz go out to get him and it’s a
countout.

After a break Animal and Droz are trying to talk Hawk down. Hawk yells
about Droz and even Paul Ellering is out here to talk him down. Ellering
tells a story about Hawk’s mother and Hawk tells him to shut up. Droz
goes up after Hawk and appears to shove him off the Tron. This would lead
to an angle that would somehow get more uncomfortable later on.

For some reason that can only be explained by WCW, Animal was brought in
as a surprise mystery guy. Here he is at Sin.

WCW World Title: Sid Vicious vs. Jeff Jarrett vs. Scott Steiner vs. ???

Flair comes out after the three known people and says the
Mystery Man will be here later. Steiner goes after Flair but



Jarrett stops him. Sid is in jean shorts here instead of full
tights like he was last month. Sid clears the ring and hammers
away on both of them for awhile. Jarrett is trying to give up
the match apparently. Oh dear. Steiner falls trying to get out
of the ring which sums up the whole thing perfectly.

Steiner gets the clothesline, the elbow and the pushups. Sid
is sent into the front row and Jarrett adds a Stunner onto the
railing. Steiner adds a belt shot to the face as you wonder
now why Jarrett doesn’t lay down in the ring and let Steiner
get the quick pin to retain. Apparently that would have been a
better idea as Sid fights back. Can’t powerbomb Jarrett though
and the beatdown continues.

They  beat  down  Sid  and  Jarrett  is  told  to  cover  him  by
Steiner. The announcers think there’s something going on here.
Sid fights back and this a double suplex which was rather
impressive  in  theory.  He  more  or  less  DDTed  Steiner  and
suplexed Jarrett. Here’s the comeback as Sid hits a bunch of
clotheslines and a chokeslam on Jarrett for two.

Cobra clutch slam puts Steiner down and Sid follows Jarrett to
the floor. Jarrett is sent to the front row and we cut to the
back to see Flair bring someone out of the limo from earlier
who looks like he’s in a Jason Vorhees mask. We cut back to
the arena…..and Sid has broken his leg to the point where it
looks like a twisty straw.

The problem now is that they can’t do anything because Sid
can’t move and they can’t touch him and since Steiner and
Jarrett are friends they can’t do anything. Flair’s music
FINALLY comes on and the mystery dude is here. There’s a
trainer in the ring already to check on Sid so you can tell
how bad it is. The Mystery Man comes in and kicks Sid in the
head so Steiner can pin him to end this.

Rating: D. That’s not factoring in the ending because clearly that’s not
what they had planned as Sid was injured so badly he wouldn’t wrestle for



about a year. The match up to that point was pretty weak though as we
were just waiting on the mystery dude to get there, making it a lame duck
match. Anyway, weak match to end a weak end of the show.

And the Mystery Man is Road Warrior Animal, making the whole
thing a bigger joke than it already was. This resulted in the
debut of the next super heel stable: the Magnificent Seven,
which was comprised of Flair, the Steiners, Luger, Bagwell,
Animal  and  Jarrett.  And  you  wonder  why  they  went  out  of
business.

Animal would go back to WWE for a little while after Hawk passed away.
We’ll start at Great American Bash 2005 with the new Legion of Doom.

Smackdown Tag Titles: MNM vs. Heidenreich/Animal

This is Heidenreich/Animal since Hawk died a few years ago. I think this
is because of the LOD DVD. Despite MNM being an awesome tag team and the
champions (and the predecessors to Miz/Morrison), what do you think is
going to happen here? Heidenreich doesn’t have spikes because he’d have
to earn them. They’re called Legion of Doom but they changed the music so
I don’t consider them a team. Heidenreich runs off Mercury to start and
then does the same to Morrison.

Animal throws him back in and Animal gets a big pop. A double suplex puts
the champions down and man there’s a gut on him. This is a total squash
so far. FINALLY the champions double team Heidenreich and take his knees
out. Mercury works on the knee and the announcers try to compare
Heidenreich, the guy that raped Cole remember, to Hawk. Morrison misses a
cannonball down onto the knee so it’s back to Mercury. This is REALLY
boring stuff. After he cleans house, a title shot to the head gets two.
Snapshot is broken up and the Doomsday Device gives the not-LOD the
titles.

Rating: D. There was zero reason to put this on PPV and it wasn’t a good
match in the slightest. They were trying to go for the LOD formula of
total domination, but the non-matching tights and the lack of anything
resembling charisma (or talent) by Heidenreich kept that from working.
Bad TV match and an awful PPV match. Somehow they would hold the titles



for THREE MONTHS.

This set up a six man at No Mercy 2005.

MNM vs. Legion of Doom/Christy Hemme

This is Animal/Heidenreich which never worked at all. They’re the tag
champions here. My goodness Christy was gorgeous. She took a Snapshot on
Smackdown so she’s injured coming in. Animal has a taped up shoulder too.
Heidenreich pulls Nitro in and the beating is on before he can even take
the fur coat off. Heidenreich is all fired up and hits a three point
clothesline for two. Off to the large gut with the Animal attached but
Mercury gets in a kick to the shoulder to take over.

He keeps kicking at it and knocks Heidenreich to take draw him in. MNM
hits the Snapshot on Animal very quickly but it only gets two because of
the delay in getting to the cover. Mercury snaps the shoulder over the
top rope to let Nitro get two. The double team continues and Animal is in
trouble. Neckbreaker gets two. Mercury goes up but jumps into an almost
powerslam for two. Everything breaks down and Melina tags herself in. She
dives onto Animal and gets caught. Off to Christy for a bad Hart Attack
and then a HORRIBLE rana. As in the legs were around Melina’s arms.
Doomsday Device ends Melina.

Rating: D-. Christy Hemme is a fine example of a girl that looks good in
tight pants and a black bra. She’s incredibly attractive and sexy, but
but she had no business being in a wrestling ring as a competitor. It
didn’t work for her at all and she was only in the ring for about 45
seconds. Again though, she’s there for her looks and those work very
well.

Here’s a singles match on Smackdown, March 31, 2006.

Chris Benoit vs. Animal

Benoit’s US Title isn’t on the line. Animal takes him into the corner to
start and slaps him in the face. Benoit comes back with chops and right
hands to send Animal to the floor. He comes back in and is greeted with
Rolling Germans, followed by the Crossface for the submission. Total



squash.

That would be it for Animal as a regular guy but he would make a few
appearances here and there, such as at Slammiversary 2007.

Tag Titles: Team 3D vs. Rick Steiner/???

And the mystery partner is….Road Warrior Animal. Yeah that’s it. The fans
chanting it before he came out kind of hurt the shock a bit. Rick puts on
his head gear post bell and it makes a huge difference. Rick vs. D-Von to
start us off. I don’t think Scott is in the hospital. I think it’s more
like he and Animal cooked him and had him for a late night snack. It
would explain those guts on them.

Animal offers to come in and Rick waves him off. Nice partner dude. Oh ok
there he is and Ray gets in his face. A piledriver is no sold and we have
gimmick infringement from Hawk. I guess since he’s dead it’s ok. Back to
Rick and they mistime something, as I think Ray was supposed to hit Rick
as he hit the ropes but Rick stopped with zero contact at all. Off to
Bubba legally and a neckbreaker gets two.

D-Von misses a middle rope headbutt and there’s the tag to Animal.
Something I never get: why can a team that has never teamed together
before like Steiner and Animal get a tag title match? There isn’t another
team that can challenge the Dudleys? Animal cleans house and it’s back to
Rick as everything breaks down. The challengers try to load up the
Doomsday Device but Animal gets caught in the double neckbreaker and the
3D ends Rick.

Rating: D. These “dream” matches usually suck because by the time you get
teams big enough to have a dream match, they’re old. To be fair though,
there was almost no way Animal, who barely wrestled anymore, was going to
be able to come out there and have a decent match. Scott may be old and
slow but he’s active at least. Bad match, but understandably bad.

We’ll wrap it up with one more Legends appearance on Smackdown, July 20,
2012.

Heath Slater vs. Animal



Yes of the Road Warriors. Animal looks OLD. He isn’t fat but he has no
muscle definition at all. The match runs 45 seconds and Animal wins with
a powerslam and elbow drop.

Animal is the better in ring performer of the team but Hawk had far more
charisma. That being said, Animal also is FAR easier to watch without
Hawk than vice versa and probably a better performer as a whole. Still
though, you’re going to be much better off watching a Road Warriors
collection than either guy as a singles wrestler.

Remember to follow me on Twitter @kbreviews and pick up my new book of
1997 WCW Monday Nitro Reviews at Amazon for just $3.99 at:

http://www.amazon.com/dp/B00NPPH0WI

And check out my Amazon author page with wrestling books for under $4 at:

http://www.amazon.com/Thomas-Hall/e/B00E6282W6

http://www.amazon.com/dp/B00NPPH0WI
http://www.amazon.com/Thomas-Hall/e/B00E6282W6

